BHARAT AND SIDDHARTH HOUSE FUNCTION (2022-23)
The third annual House Function was jointly conducted by Bharat and Siddharth house on 19th
October'2022 in the school premises. The event was graced by Dr. Shailendra Vyas, who has
kindly consented to be the judge for all the 4 house functions. Through this function, we
celebrated the foundational virtues of courage and faith which are indispensable for our triumph
over fear.
The theme of this house function was “Sahas aur vishwas” with the tagline “Safal manuj ke do
aadhara, sahas aur vishwas vichaara.”
The function began with a jugalbandi on sitar and tabla based on Raag Yaman Kalyan with 6/8
rhythm pattern and Dadra Tal. Subsequently, we had the orchestra which was a mellifluous
symphony performed by 29 participants. The instruments used were Synthesizer, Congo,
Harmonium, Drums, Clapbox, Mandolin, Conch, Electric Spanish Guitar, Tabla, Keyboard and
Acoustic Guitar. This was followed by a brief house report for Bharat and Siddharth house
appreciating each other’s hard work and achievements in all the fields; be it sports, co-curricular
activities or academics.
After the house report, the next event was invocation seeking blessings of Goddess Durga who
is considered as the epitome of strength and feminine power. It was a beautifully synchronized
performance with different dance forms like – Kucchipudi, Kathak and Bharatnatyam on the
mesmerizing notes of Durga Stuti.
The solo performance by Siddharth house was a magnificent musical piece on keyboard which
was followed by a ‘Kathakali’ solo dance performance by Bharat house. Both the performances
left the audience spellbound. The Group Song “Jhukta hai pahad”, reflected the importance of
courage in exploring new horizons without fear and believing in ourselves to reach the zenith of
success by consistently moving forward come what may.
The play “Himmat-Mai” depicted the immense strength of a mother in raising her children during
the difficult times of World War 1. The play highlighted the unparalleled power of motherhood
in fighting against all odds and finding new strengths for the better upbringing of her family.
The judge and chief guest for the event, Dr Shailendra Vyas lauded the students for their
performances in all the events; and also gave a beautiful take on the true meaning of art and
culture along with his valuable insights. Finally, the principal ma’am Mrs. Jyoti Saxena and
director ma’am, Mrs. Lata Vaidyanathan addressed the gathering with their inspiring words of
wisdom while highlighting the key points behind all the performances, congratulating and
appreciating the students’ hard work.
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